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Cowboys, Action, Humor, and History Collide in Connealy's LatestWhen an explosion kills men and

damages the CR Mining Company, the Bodens realize their troubles are not behind them as they

thought. Shadowy forces are still working against them. Cole Boden finds himself caught between

missing his time back East and all that New Mexico offers. Sure he fights with his siblings now and

then, but he does care for them. He enjoys running the mine and, when he's honest, he admits that

Melanie Blake captures his interest in a way no other woman ever has.Melanie has been a friend to

the Bodens forever. A cowgirl who is more comfortable with horses and lassoes than people, she

never expected to find herself falling for someone. Particularly for refined Cole Boden, a Harvard

graduate who may not stay long at the ranch. She's determined, however, to help the Bodens finally

put an end to the danger that's threatened all of them. But will putting herself in harm's way be more

dangerous than anyone expected?
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This series is absolutely inspiring and captivating. The religious content and discussions in Michael

Phillips' writing always starts me thinking about things I have not previously considered. I loved the

thought process of the individuals, the progression and development of each person's faith, and the

personal challenges that these stories present to me. The storyline is captivating and so interesting

that I could hardly put any of the 4 books down. I think I read them in almost record time (for me). I

rarely consider buying books in a series but anything by these authors is worth every penny. The

characters were real and relatable and felt like good friends throughout the books.

What an amazing ending to this quartet! I really enjoyed getting to know the characters--especially,

Amanda. I cried in the last book when she lost her chance to reconcile with some of her family

members.I smiled as I read the conclusion, and loved how Michael Phillips tied in the "mystery"

surrounding Heathersleigh so perfectly!Most of all, my faith was challenged and stretched as I read

of the struggles, heartaches, misconceptions, and the faith of others throughout this series.I'm

looking forward to sharing this fictional legacy with my children when they're a bit older and can

handle a book series with "meat and potatoes"!I'd recommend this series to those who are looking

for historical Christian fiction that makes you think. Also, these books are not ones that you can't put

down to "return to reality". I appreciate that so much. Many times, I needed to read a small portion

so I could "digest" it. This is a very good thing!If you're looking for a quick, "fluffy" romance novel to

read, this is not for you.If you're looking for a book that will make you laugh and cry, I'd suggest you

start with the first book in the series, Wild Grows the Heather in Devon.If you're concerned that this

book series might "capture" you so that you have a very difficult time pulling yourself away from it to

care for your family and other priorities in your life, not to worry! Though these books have elements

of suspense and intrigue, the chapters and chapter breaks are short and often; and (thought

sometimes I had to exercise a bit of willpower), I was, indeed, able to still balance my life between

reading these books!I'm looking forward to reading more books by Phillips, and I hope you'll do the

same!

I've not only thoroughly enjoyed the entire story in this series but I've enjoyed the spiritual renewal

to prayer to my Heavenly Father, for which I am most grateful! I do take it as an honor to read this

author's work because of the constant draw toward spiritual growth without it being 'preachy'. He

comes from the perspective of love first and foremost, I am thankful! I will look into other of his

works as well as those of 'The Scotsman' :) My sincere thanks to the author and those involved in

its reaching me!



This series kept me engaged as all Phillips writing has done. it is obvious the author did great

research of the time period and c ulture. It was such a great read with many lessons from scripture

done in a practical life experience way. Love it!!!

Michael Phillips has now become my favorite author. His books are great! The storyline doesn't let

you put the book down. I have found them to be very inspirational to me and my personal walk with

God. There is much wisdom in Mr. Phillips writing. He makes you think and gets you out of your

comfort zone. His writing style stretches you. You feel like you become a part of the family he is

writing about. I was only disappointed in one area - when the series of 4 books were over. The

Heathersleigh Series will be a permanent part of my library. I will re-read the series is a year or so. I

am now reading his American Dreams Series - Another wonderful storyline - I have the same

problems as I did with the Heathersleigh Series I can't put the books down. American Dream Series

will also become a permanent part of my library. I am so glad my friend introduced me to Michael

Phillips' books.

I have read all four books in this series, and loved them all. I am sorry there are no more. Very

uplifting, I couldn't wait to continue reading.Mary Bottsmary

It is best to read this series in order but it can be read alone. Phillips writes novels whose main

characters grow into maturity by making decisions that are wise and based on values that most

people hold to be best. I like the way Phillips has his characters struggle with the same kind of

issues that bother most of us and he suggests solutions that are worth considering in our own lives.

I'm reminded of the way Jesus used "stories", parables, every day experiences to teach valuable

lessons. Once I discovered Michael Phillips as a novelist, I have come to the conclusion that any

book of his is worth reading for my own growth and maturity. In the past year I have read thirty two

of his books - all of them of great personal value.

The entire series is inspired. As all great fiction does, it disarms you and enters through the back

door into your heart where God can then minister deep truths and love to you where once you have

held the door tightly closed.
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